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Introduction: The complexity, variety, and resolu-

tion of datasets for in-situ missions has grown. Mis-
sions, specifically at Mars, have transitioned from sin-
gle-point landed missions like Viking to observations 
over multi-kilometer rover traverses sampling a range 
of geologic and geomorphic units. For example, the 
Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) has over ten instru-
ment packages from fixed point weather instruments 
(REMS), remote imagers (NAVCAM, MASTCAM), 
remote chemistry laser ablation (CHEMCAM), crystal-
lographic and geochemical analytical instruments 
(CHEMIN, SAM), and contact science instruments 
(microscopic imager (MAHLI), alpha particle x-ray 
spectrometer (APXS), drill) with resolutions from cen-
timeters to tens of microns. Coupled with this is an 
unprecedented orbital mosaic composed of 25 cm/pixel 
visible imagery, hyperspectral chemical data, as well 
as a 1m/pixel digital elevation model (DEM) covering 
the landing ellipse and main science area in totality. 
Over two Earth years, MSL has sampled nearly 2000 
individual targets coupled to over ten thousand unique 
science observations. Longer traverses like the Mars 
Exploration Rover (MER) Opportunity, have science 
observations spread over 40+ kilometers and greater 
than a decade in time! Precisely locating this scientific 
data down to millimeter accuracy on the surface of a 
Mars, or any planet, can take weeks to months or years 
and several personnel. Valuable spatial relationships 
can remain hidden from scientists and engineers in the 
interim, resulting in loss of mission performance on 
tactical (i.e. daily) and strategic (weekly to monthly) 
timelines. 

Objective:  Our goal is to develop a multi-mission 
geographic information system (MMGIS) with geospa-
tial data standards, tools, and interfaces for accessing 
science instrument data as maps and other visualiza-
tions in near-real time (i.e. daily). This will be 
achieved by automating the localiza-
tion/georeferencing of science data results and provid-
ing a unified mapping interface. 

From such a system, we expect to: 
o Reduce Mission Operations cost and risk – re-

duce processing time and improve scientific 
cross-comparisons between instruments. 

o Leverage technological advances and emerging 
standards – inproving upon static maps, provide 
web-enabled map content for all instruments us-
ing a combination of commercial-off-the-shelf 
(COTS) and free open-source software (FOSS) 

across multiple computer platforms (PC, mo-
bile). 

o Broaden Support for Future Missions – stand-
ardize geospatial position of landed and rover 
instrument science data. 

We also expect to leverage the following benefits: 
o Decrease time required to localize science in-

strument data products from months to minutes. 
o Improve communication between instrument 

teams in regards to observations planned and re-
ceived. 

o Increase science understanding within the mis-
sion for better science return and faster analysis. 

Description of tasks and current state:  MMGIS 
development has three main tasks to accomplish: 
1. Define data labels and methodology for local-

izing any in-situ science instrument data to a 
planetary surface. 

Current data labels vary from some to little locali-
zation information. For example, CHEMCAM data 
provides azimuth, elevation, and range to a target for 
each observation, but no standard xyz on the surface in 
any reference frame (i.e. rover, local level, or Mars). 
Instruments on the rover arm only provide joint arm 
angles. We can calculate position from these meas-
urements, but no standard workflow is in place.  
2. Automate localization for any instrument type 

or platform (e.g. fixed position, moveable in-
strument mast, robotic arm, sub-aerial platform). 

We’ve developed methodologies and some scripts 
for localizing/georeferencing science instrument data, 
mostly by tying spacecraft clock (SCLK) data labels to 
rover localization via PLACES (see abstract Deen et 
al., this workshop) or using the mission target database 
as a proxy for instrument sample location for all obser-
vations. This approach is tractable, but imperfect in 
capturing the true resolution, especially for instruments 
like CHEMCAM whose laser shots are separated by 
only millimeters. This process requires instrument 
teams to provide additional information of target name 
associated with data records, sometime taking days, 
weeks, or months after observations are complete. 
3. Develop a mapping interface useable by scien-

ce and engineering teams to quickly assess and 
utilize recent results. 

The MSL mission utilizes Environmental Systems 
Research Institute (ESRI) ArcGIS, a COTS software 
package that is common across U.S. federal agencies, 
many universities, and private companies. While being 
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widely used, it has a steep learning curve, expensive to 
purchase (though somewhat ameliorated by site li-
censes at large organizations). In addition, the combi-
nation of orbital and in-situ datasets are tens of giga-
bytes in size presenting a difficulty in transferring to 
end-users, as well as properly accessing various spatial 
data types (8 and 32 bit raster data, point, line and 
polygon vectors with different stylings). 

User capability is varied with some users wanting 
the raw data and others relying on static maps (e.g. 
Figure 1) for access, though everyone wants/needs 
instrument data in a spatial context to improve obser-
vations. We attempt to provide maps and localized data 
for science and engineering team members, but it can 
be time intensive for even simple queries (e.g. “Where 
are all the targets for the last two days? What’s the 
elevation at each one? How many were APXS?”) 
much less advanced ones (“What's the horizon mask 
for these locations?”). While we’ve automated some 
map generation, others require customization. 

MMGIS interface, current and future develop-
ment:  We took advantage of COTS software to rapid-
ly develop and deploy a test MMGIS using localized 
target and orbital data from MSL (Figure 2). This uses 
an Adobe FLEX interface that provides numerous 
premade tools for a robust interface. However, this 
interface is not mobile friendly and would prove diffi-
cult to make it so. Our current development is looking 
to use javascript tools which are multi-platform and 
mobile friendly. Initial results are promising using 
ESRI.js which ties in directly to our image tile server 
(ArcServer) and is friendly to our Mars map projec-
tion. Our ultimate goal is using only free open source 
software (FOSS) like Python, Leaflet (leaflet.org), 
Mapbox (mapbox.com), or D3 (d3js.org) for all 
MMGIS functionality. However, we’ve found that the 
current FOSS javascript tools are very Earth-centric 
requiring either a) modification of the code or b) ‘fak-
ing’ data projections to look like Earth, or c) develop-
ment of complex methodologies for making the tools 
access non-Earth data. 

Future Work:  We hope to develop the MMGIS 
standards, methodologies, and mapping interfaces from 
the ideas and prototypes presented into a functioning 
framework for upcoming missions like InSight, 
Mars2020, the Europa orbiter and others. This nascent 
work will help guide us to interface with future instru-
ment teams to develop spatially-enabled data labels, 
develop the necessary georeferencing pipelines, and 
accessible webgis front-end to all science data whether 
from orbit or in-situ. 

 
 

 
Figure 1: Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) science 

target localization map. 
 

 
Figure 2: Flexviewer style webgis front end. 
 

 
Figure 3: Prototype ‘slippy’ map using ESRI Ja-

vascript with ArcServer as a backend image tile server. 
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